cross
1. Adam Ate All of Addy’s Apples is an example
3. Confident character who is never bullied in Particle Man
6. What the grandpa is trying to teach us in Birdfoot’s Grampa
7. Bad guy who terrorizes Belinda and her pets in Custard
11. The number of times the Traveler speaks in the poem
12. In the Kingdom by the sea is an example in Annabel Lee
17. The word for word definition of an idiom
20. What the mausoleum is a reference to the caterpillar building
22. What emotion do the angels feel towards Dude and Annabel Lee
24. Evidence in One of the Seven of the speaker’s job
26. WHAT the Count’s “love” drops into the lion pit
29. The number of different topics in a haiku
30. Your mustache is like a dead caterpillar on your lip is an example
31. What is wrong with the youth in “Bury Me Not”
32. The total number of syllables in a haiku
33. Why the youth is worried about coyotes and buzzards in “Bury Me Not”
35. The speaker in the poem Rhyming Riddle
36. The speaker in the poem Birdfoot’s Grampa
37. What is the rhyme scheme of the first FIVE lines of One of the Seven
39. The weapon the boy takes with him to slay the Jabberwock
41. A synonym for mausoleum and where Annabel is buried
44. Grumpy in One of the Seven is an example
45. The speaker in Living Tenderly
47. What the grampa stops the car for in Birdfoot’s Grampa
48. A paragraph in a poem
49. What weapon does the speaker believe was used to kill Annabel Lee
50. It is Ironic that Richard Cory does this after having everything
54. The main “business” of the caterpillar
56. That white dog is a small fluffy cloud is an example of one
57. It is Raining Cats and Dogs is an example
58. The theme of any haiku
59. What the caterpillar doesn’t want to have happen to him
60. WHY the Count’s love drops her item into the lion pit

Down
2. What Casey did to become ironic in Casey at the Bat
4. Speaker in One of the Seven
5. The common definition of an idiom
8. The pattern of how lines rhyme in a poem
9. Who we suspect the “Listeners” really are
10. When the expected result is often opposite to the actual result
12. What the caterpillar refuses to be afraid of in the poem
13. A possible reason for why Richard Cory makes his fatal decision
14. Why the speaker is upset in One of the Seven
15. It is ironic that Binky Barnes wants to be these at the end of his poem
16. Belinda is as Brave as a Barrel of Bears is an example
18. Bully who attacks others in the Particle Man poem
19. How the Traveler gets to the building in the Listeners
21. – Reference to another work in a poem (Fairy tale with Annabel)
23. Why Count DeLorge jumps into the Lion pit
25. Who does the speaker blame for Annabel Lee’s death
27. Why the poet uses the word “spake” in line 30 of The Listeners
28. Why title character in Custard poem is Ironic
34. What Giant Thunder’s fit is a metaphor for on earth
38. The setting of Casey at the Bat
40. How Dude gets revenge on angels for killing his woman
42. The “clouded moon hiding in terror” in Giant Thunder is an example
43. What the boy must bring back of the Jabberwock to prove it’s dead
46. Where the setting of Glove and Lions takes place
50. Why Giant Thunder throws his fit when he gets home
51. The most damaging of all weapons in Choice of Weapons
52. It is ironic that the witch feels this way after seeing Five Batty Bats
53. The where of the setting of the poem Jabberwock
55. A three line poem with seventeen syllables

